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This article contains a detailed real-time overview of human impact on the biosphere, so that the reader can keep pace with this escalating crisis,
critical to the future of planet Earth and the viablility of humanity as a species. Action is absolutely essential and completely urgent.
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to be used only for genuine research purposes.
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Introduction: Life is a Cosmological Process and its Protection is our Primary Reason for Being

Comparison of the evolution of the universe from the big bang and the evolution of life shows that life on Earth has existed for a full third of the universes lifetime and
can thus be considered a long-term stable feature of cosmic evolution. Astronomical events, including impacts and possibly also nearby supernovae, have always
played a major role in causing mass extinctions, accompanied by ensuing volcanism possibly as a secondary consequence of the impacts themselves. However the advent
of global human impact on the biosphere is threatening in the next century to cause a mass extinction more serious than the extinction event that wiped out the
dinosaurs. This process is caused both by direct impacts such as deforestation and habitat destruction, by the effects of potentially irreversible climate crisis, the sheer
effects of population explosion and by genetically modifying the very species upon which we depend, without conserving their naturally viable forms, so that our future
becomes brittle and fragile, dependent on maintaining artiﬁcial growing environments and high-tech food distribution processes which would be disabled globally by the
slightest of astronomical disturbances, leading directly towards human extinction. For a single species to cause a mass extinction of life's diversity, possibly lasting 10
million years in one or two centuries is thus terminal folly. This folly is compounded by the ever increasing ecomnomc and medical value biological resources have in
the genetic epoch. There is thus a paramount need for us to rediscover our relationship with the natural universe and to take the responsibility to regenerate genetic and
biological diversity to sustain our own future generations.

To have an appreciation for the signiﬁcance of life in the universe, here are six of my real-time articles exploring the living universe from the cosmic
origin to consciousness:
1 Quantum Cosmology 2 Biocosmology 3 Tree of Life: Tangled Roots and Sexy Shoots 4 Space, Time and Consciousness 5 Entheogens and the Conscious
Mind 6 Resplendence
Next
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Left: Existing protected areas. Right: Needed protected areas.

1: Species Diversity vs the Mass Extinction of Life
Nature's Dangerous Decline Unprecedented Species Extinction Rates Accelerating
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
with commentary from the BBC, Nature, Guardian, New York Times, Washington Post and CNN
Next

Previous

1. 2021:
Top scientists warn of 'ghastly future of mass extinction' and climate disruption -- Source
article pwd =
Sobering new report says world is failing to grasp the extent of threats posed by
biodiversity loss and the climate crisis 2021 More than 50 countries commit to protection of 30% of
Earth's land and oceans 2021 Global food industry on course to drive rapid habitat loss: World faces
huge wildlife losses by 2050 unless what and how food is produced changes 2020 NGOs demand
action not promises as EU accused of 'failing to protect seas' 2021
2.
Convention on Biological Diversity 2020: Nature editorial and article UN Must get its New
Biodiversity Targets Right -- Brazil accused of holding up UN biodiversity talks -- International lawyers
draft plan to criminalise ecosystem destruction -- How much space does nature need? 30 percent of the
planet may not be enough Sci News 2020 Draft of the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework
3. Biodiversity conservation during a global crisis: Consequences and the way forward -- Human-made
materials now outweigh Earth's entire biomass – study -- Secretive 'gold rush' for deep-sea mining
dominated by handful of ﬁrms -- Global soils underpin life but future looks 'bleak', warns UN report
4. Back from the dead: Race to save Romania's 65 million-year-old ﬁsh -- How Amazonians saved a
'Terminator' of the ﬁsh world
5. Extinction crisis: Humans waging 'suicidal war' on nature - UN chief -- Fifth of countries at risk of
ecosystem collapse -- Attenborough warns world leaders -- World leaders say it is time to act -Can
nature heal itself? What the pandemic has shown us -Humans exploiting and destroying nature on unprecedented scale – report
World fails to
meet a single target to stop destruction of nature – UN report
40% of world's plant species at risk of extinction -Wildlife in 'catastrophic decline'
due to human destruction, scientists warn
Up to 48 species saved from extinction by conservation efforts
Chinese ﬁshing armada plundered
waters around Galápagos
'They just pull up everything!' Chinese ﬂeet raises
fears for Galápagos sea life 2020 Earth's 'lost species' only the tip of the iceberg
Shark ﬁnning: why the ocean's most barbaric practice continues to boom 2020
Herbivores most at extinction risk 2020
New Guinea has greatest plant
diversity of any island in the world, study reveals 2020 Why deforestation and
extinctions make pandemics more likely 2020
Fears for endangered macaw as
ﬁre devastates Brazilian Pantanaal wetland 2020
Tiny elephant shrew species,
missing for 50 years, rediscovered 2020
6.
'Tip of the iceberg': is our destruction of nature responsible for Covid-19? 2020
Most trafﬁcked endangered Pangolin may be the source of covid-19 epidemic 2020
Hope for pangolins as protection boosted in China 2020 China removes pangolin
scales from traditional medicine list 2020 Illicit wildlife products 'slipping through
the net' Source article pwd =
Bushﬁre devastation leaves almost 50 Australian native species at risk -- Polar bears could be lost by 2100 -Throng of new penguin colonies in
Antarctica spotted from space
Newly waterproofed Arctic seed vault hits 1m samples 2020
Growing baby corals to spawn in the wild 2020
Wilderness areas halve the risk of extinction for plants and animals 2019 Source article pwd =
Global economic growth will take big hit due to
loss of nature 2020
Huge declines of insects revealed in several studies -- Fates of humans and insects intertwined, warn scientists 2020 Source
article pwd =
-Climate change could kill all of Earth's coral reefs by 2100 2020 Oceans losing oxygen at unprecedented rate 2019
Tasmania's Dead Kelp Forest 2020
Race to exploit the world's seabed set to wreak havoc on marine life 2020
Ocean acidiﬁcation can cause mass
extinctions, fossils reveal 2019 Source article pwd =
Antarctic marine park: protection bid fails for eighth time 2019
Ocean aciﬁcation and
warming killing marine species2020
7.
Biodiversity crisis is about to put humanity at risk, UN scientists to warn 2019 IUCN red list reveals wildlife destruction 2019
8.
Biodiversity heroes: The teenagers saving Madagascar's wildlife 2019
World's nations gather to tackle wildlife extinction crisis 2019
New songbirds discovered on tiny islands 2020 Tortoise with species-saving sex drive 2020 Flightless bird 'spark of hope' amid environmental crisis
2020 Loved to death: Turks and Caicos' queen conch 2020
9. Australia bushﬁres:
The Devastation Escalates - Over 1 billion animals feared dead 2020 113 animal species 'need emergency help' -- Smallest Species
Could Be Lost to Wildﬁres - Hundreds of thousands of ﬁsh dead from ash - 'Apocalypse' comes to Kangaroo Island - 80% of Blue Mountains and 50% of
Gondwana rainforests burn
10. David Attenborough warns:
'The collapse of our civilizations is on the horizon' 2018 Attenborough tells Davos:
"The Garden of Eden is no more"
Severn Cullis-Suzuki Child Activist:
At Rio Summit 1992 <->
Return to Rio 2012
Nature's top 10 Sandra Diaz: Biodiversity guardian 2019
11. Mass Extinction:
'The future of life on Earth lies in the balance' a Guardian picture essay 2019 Impending Species Extinction in Greenland 2019
Supply of food under threat due to biodiversity loss across the globe: UN report 2019
Human society under urgent threat from loss of Earth's
natural life 2019
What Losing 1 Million Species Means for the Planet - and Humanity2019 More than half of tree species found only in Europe could become extinct
2019
Almost certain extinction': 1200 species under severe threat across world 2019 'Ecological grief' grips scientists witnessing Great Barrier Reef's
decline 2019
Survival of natural world is in balance, says wildlife chief 2019 One-third of African tropical plant species could go extinct 2019
Plummeting insect numbers 'threaten collapse of nature' 2019 Light pollution is key 'bringer of insect apocalypse' 2019
Fears for polar bears over shrinking Arctic ice 2019 Far-north Russian village overrun by polar bears 2019 Where did all the cod go? Fishing crisis in the
North Sea 2019
12. Species Desecration: Plastic pollution kills half a million hermit crabs 2019
New Trump Endangered Species Act rules weaken wildlife protections 2019
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Rise of the Extinction Deniers 2019 Palm Oil and Orangutan Population Collapse 2019
Giant river animals on verge of extinction, report warns 2019
Poorly planned
Belomonte Amazon dam project 'poses serious threat to life' 2019
The world's second-largest emperor penguin colony has nearly disappeared 2019
Three billion birds - 29%
decline in US and
Canada 2019 Ancient
Joshua trees facing
extinction2019
Sharks
and rays to be given new
international protections
2019
Humans causing
shrinking of nature as
larger animals die off
2019
How Peru fell in
love with a sea giant
worth far more alive than
dead 2019
Humans just 0.01% of life but have destroyed 83% of wild mammals 2018 Frightening number of plant extinctions found 2019
Mass loss of wildlife caused by human consumption 2019
Creatures thought to be extinct found alive in Honduras' 'Lost City' 2018
Mammals cannot evolve fast enough to escape current extinction crisis 2018 Source article pwd =
Humanity is 'cutting down the tree of life' - warn Scientists 2018 Next
Previous
13. Sustainable Future:
The Half Earth Project 2018
Half-Earth Edward Wilson 2016
Strange purple sea creatures found in deep ocean trenches
2019
Half the planet should be set aside for wildlife -- to save ourselves 2018 Science Editorial 2018
Global deal for nature: To maintain a liveable planet, governments need to protect 30%
of Earth's land and sea and sustainably manage another 20% 2019 Source article pwd =
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Hacking conservation: how a tech start-up aims to save biodiversity 2019
UK creates 'blue belt' of marine protected areas twice England's size 2019 Sharks and
rays to be given new international protections 2019
Canada becomes the ﬁrst G20 country to ban shark ﬁn trade 2019
Let nature heal climate and biodiversity crises, say campaigners Restoration of forests
and coasts can tackle 'existential crises' 2019
Scientists call for a Paris-style agreement to save life on Earth 2018
Doomsday Countdown:
The 'great dying': rapid warming caused largest extinction
event ever, report says 2018 Source article pwd =
US rollback of protected areas risks emboldening others, scientists warn 2019 The uncertain future of protected lands and waters pwd =
Decades of denial': major report ﬁnds New Zealand's environment is in serious trouble Nation known for its natural beauty is under pressure with
extinctions, polluted rivers and blighted lakes 2019
Climate change is killing tufted pufﬁns, researchers say 2019
World's largest bee spotted for the ﬁrst time since 1981 2019
'Extinct' Galapagos tortoise found after 100 years 2019
Bengal tigers could vanish from one of their ﬁnal strongholds 2019 Narwhals beat the death sentence of low genetic diversity 2019 Next
Previous
World's coffee under threat, say experts 2019 Can the Congo save itself, and its mythical okapi, from destruction? 2019
China urged to lead way in efforts to save life on Earth 2018
Habitat loss threatens all our futures, world leaders warned 2018
Stop biodiversity loss or we could face our own extinction, warns UN 2018
Humanity has wiped out 60% of animal populations since 1970 2018
Terror being waged on wildlife 2018 George the snail, last of his kind, dies at age 14 2019
Climate change could render many of Earth's ecosystems unrecognizable 2018
'Hyperalarming' study shows massive insect loss 2018
Rhino horn: Alarm as China eases 25-year ban on rhino and tiger parts 2018 Action
postponed after outcry 2018
Antarctic's future in doubt after plan for world's biggest marine reserve is blocked
Environmental groups say Russia, China and Norway played part in rejecting plan 201
Discovery of vibrant deep-sea life prompts new worries over seabed mining 2018
Three of four NZ ﬁsh 'staring extinction in the face' 2018 Blue bird from 'Rio' movie now
extinct in the wild 2018
World's largest king penguin colony has declined by 90% 2018 Brazil meeting votes to
protect world's whale population 2018
China's push to export traditional medicine may doom the magical pangolin 2018
Scientists shocked by mysterious deaths of ancient Baobab trees 2018
Ancient Baobab trees in Southern Africa are dying. Scientists blame climate change 2018
Avoiding meat and dairy is 'single biggest way' to reduce your impact on Earth 2018
Keeping global warming to 1.5 degrees C helps most species hold their ground 2018
How to Save the High Seas 2018 pwd =
How cruise ships bring agonising death to last Greek whales 2018
Saving the albatross: 'The war is against plastic and they are casualties on the frontline
2018
Top UN panel paints bleak picture of world's ecosystems 2018 A third of 'protected' nature zones are quietly being ruined 2018
'Vulture safe zones' aim to rescue a vital but unloved scavenger 2018 Walruses face 'death sentence' as Trump administration fails to list them as
endangered 2018
Loss of seagrasses 'accelerating' 2018 'Living fossil' giant salamander heading for extinction 2018

Species Diversity and Species Extinction 2006 - 2017
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Deforestation has decimated Earth's original forest cover (above image), depletes the capacity of Earth's 'lungs' to remove CO2 and replace O2,
destroys key wilderness habitats and precipitates the loss of vast number of valuable and unique species often concentrated in the highest biodversity hot
spots on Earth.
Next

Previous

"The precious Amazon is teetering on the edge of functional destruction and, with it, so are we"
Science Advances Editorial Thomas Lovejoy "Godfather of Biodiversity" and Carlos Nobre INPA 2019

Amazon Deforestation May 2017- Dec 2020

Middle Earth: The Fight to Save the Amazon

2: Deforestation and Habitat Destruction
1. Uganda's fragile forest ecosystem destroyed for sugar 2020 Planting new forests'can do more harm than good' 2020 Why deforestation and extinctions
make pandemics more likely 2020 US wildﬁres: Oregon governor says the debate around climate change is "over" -- Trump to gut protections in Alaska's
Tongass forest, the 'lungs of the country' 2020 Alaskan tribes, activists and businesses sue to save America's biggest national forest -- Scientists
address myths over large-scale tree planting 2021
2.
Amazon 2020: Deforestation 'surges to 12-year high' -- The World's
Largest Tropical Wetland Has Become an Inferno -- EU seeks Amazon
protections pledge from Bolsonaro in push to ratify trade deal -- A
continent ablaze: why ﬁres are tearing across South America -- Brazil's
Amazon rainforest suffers worst ﬁres in a decade -- Amazon tragedy
repeats itself as Brazil rainforest goes up in smoke --- Brazil's plan to
protect Amazon has opposite effect -- Bolsonaro slams Biden for
'coward threats' over Amazon --Brazil ﬁres top parks ofﬁcial in latest
environmental reshufﬂe -- Brazil's Bolsonaro calls surging Amazon ﬁres
a 'lie' -- Illegal deforestation in Brazil soars amid climate of impunity -Fires in Brazil's Amazon rainforest surge in July -- New evidence links
Brazil meat giant JBS to Amazon deforestation -- Outcry from
environmentalists as Brazil ﬁres ofﬁcial monitoring deforestation -Amazon ﬁres at 13-year high in June -- Amazon soya and beef exports
'linked to deforestation' -- 'Chaos, chaos, chaos': a journey through
Bolsonaro's Amazon inferno -- Surge in deforestation as military
deploys 2020 The gathering ﬁrestorm in southern Amazonia pwd =
2020 Deforestation 85% up -- Genocide -- Parts of rainforest
already 'emitting more CO2 than they absorb' -- Bolsanaro attacks Pope
over Amazon
3. Pantanal: Rescue Brazil's burning Pantanal wetlands Nature -'Apocalyptic' ﬁres are ravaging the world's largest tropical wetland
Nature As Brazil's wetlands burned, government did little to help -Pantanal, world's largest wetland, burns from above and below-Brazilian wetlands ﬁres started by humans and worsened by drought -4.
Tipping Point: Amazon near tipping point of switching from rainforest to savannah -- When will the Amazon hit a tipping point? 2020 Tropical forests
losing their ability to absorb carbon, study ﬁnds -- source article pwd =
2020 Once the Amazon rainforest passes the point of no return it could be
gone in decades 2020 Amazon rainforest 'close to irreversible tipping point' 2019 Amazon deforestation 29.5% increase to 9,762 sq km highest since 2008
World losing area of forest the size of the UK each year 2019
'Death by a thousand cuts': Vast expanse of rainforest lost in 2018 2019
Amazon
deforestation accelerating towards unrecoverable 'tipping point' 2019 We're at the peak of the global ﬁre season 2019 Are forest ﬁres as bad as they
seem? - 10 years of data 2019
5. Australia Bushﬁres: 'Catastrophic' bushﬁre burns half of Queensland's Fraser Island and threatens ecological disaster -- Climate change boosted
Australia bushﬁre risk by at least 30% 2020 Will cause jump in atmosphere CO2 - Turnbull accuses Morrison of 'misleading' nation 2020 Nature Editorial
wake up call CNN+Science News How climate change made Australia's wildﬁres more common 2020 The Devastation Escalates - Over 1 billion animals
feared dead 2020 State of emergency declared for Canberra region 2020 Before and After - How climate change may make Australia's wildﬁres more
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common - The Political Fallout - 'Apocalypse' comes to Kangaroo Island - 80% of Blue Mountains and 50% of Gondwana rainforests burn - Cultural
burning can help protect Australia - Too big to put out 2019
6. Amazon Update: Nature's top 10 Ricardo Galvao: Science defender Dec Greta the Pirralha and Forest Guardian Murders Nov Blaze advances across
Pantanal wetlands - NGO ﬁreﬁghters in Amazon arrested - Bolsanaro blames Di Caprio for ﬁres Oct The latest in Brazil and Bolivia 2019
Bolsanaro UN
The Amazon is Ours 2019 The Amazon burns. But another part of Brazil is being destroyed faster 2019 Amazon rainforest ﬁres: Army mobilised, Brazil
threatened over EU trade deal 2019
Seven South American countires sign Amazon Pact - US to 'Develop' Amazon with Brazil 2019 Austria rejects EUMercosur trade deal over Amazon ﬁres 2019 Nature: Take Action to stop the Amazon burning 2019
Amazon deforestation is driven by criminal
networks: Human Rights Watch Report 2019 Bolivia:
Catastrophic wildﬁres devastate forest 2019
7. Indonesia:
Palm Oil - Borneo is Burning 2019 Indonesian forests are burning, and Malaysia and Singapore are choking on the fumes 2019 Skies turn
red as crisis from ﬁre-induced haze escalates 2019 At least 960,000 hectares burned 2019 Biggest food brands failing goals on palm oil 2020
8. How Trump may bulldoze 'America's Amazon' 2019
9.
Stop abusing land, scientists warn :: IPCC Report 2019
We must transform food production to save the world, says leaked IPCC report 2019 Treedamaging pests pose 'devastating' threat to 40% of US forests 2019
10.
China and India are making the planet greener, NASA says 2019
The most
effective way to tackle climate change? Plant 1 trillion trees 2019 Global climate
targets will be missed as deforestation rises, study 2019 Arctic wildﬁres 2019
11.
US–China trade war imperils Amazon rainforest 2019
12. Brazil, Bolsonaro and the Destruction of the Amazon:
Amazon ﬁres now up
83% on 2018 2019 Bolsonaro's Amazon-sized spat with Germany and Norway
threatens Europe-South America trade deal
Brazil space institute director
sacked in Amazon deforestation row after June ﬁgures 80% up 2019 "Captain
Chainsaw" blesses Brutal Assault of the Rainforest 2019 London climate change
protesters daub Brazilian embassy blood red 2019
Bolsonaro declares 'the
Amazon is ours' and calls deforestation data 'lies' 2019
Under Brazil's Far
Right Leader, Amazon Protections Slashed and Forests Fall 2019
Bolsonaro
poses gravest threat in decades, Amazon tribes say 2019
Brazil president
says he wants the Amazon to be exploited 'in a reasonable way' 2019
The
price of 'progress' in the Amazon 2019
Amazon destruction accelerates 60%
2019 Why Brazil's Jair Bolsonaro has environmentalists worried for the Amazon
2019 Rampant deforestation of Amazon driven by global greed for meat 2019
Brazil: Bolsonaro plans threaten Amazon, say experts 2018 Environmental ﬁnes
are 'ideological' 2018 Deforestation of Brazilian Amazon surges to record high 2019 Brazil will not change Amazon fund without asking donors 2019
13. 'Part of German soul' under threat as forests die 2019
14. One football pitch of forest lost every second in 2017, data reveals 2018
15. Amazon rainforest deforestation 'worst in 10 years', says Brazil 2018
16. Death of the African Rainforest by Chocolate 2018
Next
Previous
17. Deforestation ticks up in Brazil's savannah 2018
18. A new map reveals the causes of forest loss worldwide 2018
19. Five countries hold 70% of world's last wildernesses, map reveals 2018

Deforestation 2006 - 2017

Click to Expand

World regions having 0, 5, 50,100 and 200 days over 95oF left under the Paris accord and right without Paris (Climate Impact Lab).
Click maps to enlarge. Note that the right hand scenario could result in particularly severe changes to the climate of the Amazon basin.

By 2200, much of the world will have become as hot as the Eocene 50 million years ago, study says 2018 Source article pwd =
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Arctic ice 2020

3: Climate Crisis, Global Heating, and Ocean Rise
Next

Previous

Climate Change - The Facts - View here.
The Paris Agreement
CCPI Climate Change Performance Index
'No doubt left' about scientiﬁc consensus on global warming, say experts Source papers 1 2 3 pwd =
Fridays for Future <- Greta's UN Climate Summit Warning -> Extinction Rebellion - Perfect Timing

1. Climate crisis:
Top scientists warn of 'ghastly future of mass extinction' and climate
disruption -- Source article pwd =
2021 UN global climate poll: 'People's voice is
clear – they want action' -- 2020 was hottest year on record by narrow margin, Nasa says
2020 was joint hottest year ever recorded 2021 World is at its hottest for at least 12,000
years – study Countries adapting too slowly to climate breakdown, UN warns 2021 New
Zealand records seventh-hottest year, with extreme weather more likely 2021 Sea-level
rise from climate change could exceed the high-end projections Source article pwd =
2020 'The New Climate War' exposes tactics of climate change 'inactivists' 2021
Renewable energy surpassed fossil fuels for European electricity in 2020 -2. Post Trump: "We're in a crisis": Biden introduces climate policy team -- Congress takes
aim at climate change in massive relief bill -- Australia is the last Western holdout on the
climate crisis. But some states and businesses are calling for change -- Temperature
analysis shows UN goals 'within reach' -- World carbon dioxide emissions drop 7% in
pandemic-hit 2020 -- World is in danger of missing Paris climate target, summit is warned
-- US to hold world climate summit early next year and seek to rejoin Paris accord -- 42
large U.S. companies call on Biden, Congress to act on climate change -- EU member
states agree 55% cut in carbon emissions by 2030 -- Greta Thunberg: 'We are speeding in
the wrong direction' on climate crisis -3. NZ Govt declares climate change emergency -- Ardern disputes Greta Thunberg's criticism of New Zealand climate policy -- US allies welcome Biden
presidency as major chance to tackle climate crisis -- US election result boosts preparations for UN climate summit -- Covid pandemic has little impact on
rise in CO2 -- European states ordered to respond to youth activists' climate lawsuit -- The US election is a vote on climate change for the whole world -U.S. formally exits global climate pact amid election uncertainty -- The US is ofﬁcially out of the Paris Climate Agreement Here's what could happen next - 'Buddha would be green': Dalai Lama calls for urgent climate action -- Global food production emissions 'would put Paris agreement out of reach' -Great Barrier Reef has lost half of its corals since 1995 -- Japanese Prime Minister sets goal of zero emissions, carbon-neutral society by 2050 -- 'Sleeping
giant' Arctic methane deposits starting to release -- Alarm as Arctic sea ice not yet freezing at latest date on record -- Russia rules out cutting fossil fuel
production in next few decades -- Australia swelters under extreme heatwave as ﬁre brigades on high alert -4.
Global warming may lead to practically irreversible Antarctic melting Source article pwd =
-- When Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez met Greta
Thunberg: 'Hope is contagious' -5. How the global climate ﬁght could be lost if Trump is re-elected Guardian 2020 The one chance we have The pandemic gave the world a golden
opportunity to ﬁx the climate crisis. We're about to waste it -- Climate activist Greta Thunberg shows support for Biden in rare political tweet.
6. Global warming may lead to practically irreversible Antarctic melting -- Melting Antarctic ice will raise sea level by 2.5 metres – even if Paris climate goals
are met US Wildﬁres: California wildﬁre trend 'driven by climate' -- Oregon governor says the debate around climate change is "over" Trump spurns
science on climate: 'Don't think science knows' -- Northern hemisphere breaks record for hottest ever summer -- Satellite images show rapid growth of
glacial lakes worldwide -- Greenland Melting Fastest in Last 12,000 Years -- Warmth shatters section of Greenland ice shelf -- Greenland ice sheet lost a
record 1m tonnes of ice per minute in 2019 -- Another two years lost to climate inaction, says Greta Thunberg 2020 Global heating: best and worst case
scenarios less likely than thought 2020 Rising temperatures will cause more deaths than all infectious diseases – study 2020 Sea level rise could destroy
20% of the world's GDP by 2100 2020 Last decade was Earth's hottest on record, exposing grim reality of climate change 2020 Canada's last intact ice
shelf collapses due to warming 2020
7. U.S. climate scientist Katharine Hayhoe: people need hope 2020 Nitrous oxide emissions pose an increasing climate threat 2020
8. World split on urgency of tackling rising temperatures -- EU parliament votes for 60% greenhouse gas emissions cut by 2030 -- China pledges to become
carbon neutral before 2060 -- Net zero emissions target for Australia could launch $63bn investment boom -- Death Valley, US hits 54.4C
Investors that
manage US$47tn demand world's biggest polluters back plan for net-zero emissions
9. Greta Thunberg: World must 'tear up' old contracts, build newsystems to save climate Pandemic shows climate has never been treated as crisis, say
scientists -- Global temperatures likely to hit at least 1C warming for next ﬁve years: Close to 1.5 breach 2020 First active leak of sea-bed methane
discovered in Antarctica -- US to join summit on global green recovery from Covid-19 crisis 2020 Algae turns Italian Alps pink, prompting concerns over
melting 2020 Alarm at record-breaking heatwave in Siberia -- Climate change makes freak Siberian heat 600 times likelier 2020 Hottest Arctic temperature
record probably set with 100-degree reading in Siberia 2020 Climate worst-case scenarios may not go far enough, cloud data shows 2020 Thunberg has
hope for climate, despite leaders' inaction 2020 Future of the human climate niche 2020 pwd =
By 2070 in the absence of migration, 1/3 of the
world population is projected to experience a MAT>29 °C currently found in only 0.8% of the Earth's land surface, mostly in the Sahara.
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10. Post Covid: Blue-sky thinking: how cities can keep air clean after coronavirus -- Hottest May on
record, as the world creeps closer to a dangerous threshold -- Boris Johnson under pressure to
ensure green recovery in UK -- Carbon dioxide in air hits new record high -- Markets not paying
attention to climate crisis, IMF says 2020 EU pledges coronavirus recovery plan will not harm
climate goals -- Cop26 climate talks in Glasgow will be delayed by a year, UN conﬁrms -- How the
coronavirus pandemic slashed carbon
emissions — in ﬁve graphs Nature
Lockdowns trigger dramatic fall in
global carbon emissions Guardian
Climate change is turning parts of
Antarctica green Guardian Young
climate activists call for EU to radically
reform farming sector Guardian In a
First, Renewable Energy Is Poised to
Eclipse Coal in U.S. The coronavirus
has pushed the coalindustry to onceunthinkable lows, and the
consequences for climate change are
big. Renewable power surges as
pandemic scrambles global energy
outlook 2020 Pervasive Ice Sheet Loss
Antarctica 2020 pwd =
- More than 3bn could live in extreme heat by 2070 2020 India's carbon emissions fall for ﬁrst time in four decades -- Why
CO2 Isn't Falling More during a Global Lockdown? -- European lawmakers to consider tougher climate law
11. COP26:
Coronavirus forces postponement of COP26 meeting in Glasgow BBC 1-4-2020 Climate vs coronavirus: Why massive stimulus plans could
represent missed opportunities Nature 3-3-2020 Ten EU countries urge bloc to pursue 'green' coronavirus recovery Reuters 10-4-2020
Vital Cop26
climate talks could be derailed by coronavirus 2020
Coronavirus could cause fall in global CO2 emissions 2020 Coronavirus Spurs Mass Cancellation
of Climate Meetings 2020 Long-term sea-level rise and Paris Agreement emission pledges pwd =
2020 Greta Thunberg brands EU's new climate
law 'surrender' 2020 The rich are to blame, international study ﬁnds 2020
12. Research: US megadrought 'already under way' 2020 Source article 2020 pwd =
The projected timing of abrupt ecological disruption from climate
change 2020 pwd =
Great Barrier Reef's third mass bleaching in ﬁve years the most widespread yet 2020
13.
Global Heating Records: World's hottest January ever - Antarctica reaches 20.75C - 1.5-3m sea rise
Jan 2020 Eastern Europe, including Helsinki and Moscow, warmest January on record
Parts of
Amazon already 'emitting more CO2 than they absorb' 2020
Multiple Overlapping Crises Could
Trigger 'Global Systemic Collapse 2020 World Economic Forum Global Risks Report 2020 Scientists ﬁnd
another threat to Greenland's glaciers lurking beneath the ice 2020 Ozone-depleting gases may have
doubled extreme Arctic warming 2020
14. Hope vs Despair:
Climate lawsuits are breaking new legal ground to protect the planet 2020 Carbon
emissions fall as electricity producers move away from coal 2020
Bezos pledges $10bn to save
Earth's environment 2020
Nature 2019: Restoring natural forests is the best way to remove
atmospheric carbon
Nature2020: Adopt a carbon tax to protect tropical forests -- Two Futures:
Positive and Negative Leading UK investor group tells companies to set out climate crisis plans 2020
The Future We Choose Christiana Figueres 2020
The world is failing to ensure children have a
'liveable planet' 2020
Twitter Bots Driving Climate Denial 2020
15. Davos 2020 Day1 Apocalypse vs Sustainability = Trump vs Greta Day2 Prince Charles, Mnuchin vs Greta, Soros Keynote Day3 Lagarde vs Munchin,
Greta: climate ignored Aftermath: Louise Linton sides with Greta Thunberg after husband Steve Mnuchin takes jab at climate crisis activist
16.
Antarctica melting: Greenland and Antarctica ice loss accelerating 2020 Climate change and the journey to the 'doomsday glacier' 2020
Doomsday
Clock nears apocalypse over climate and nuclear fears 2020
Climate refugees can't be returned home, says landmark UN human rights ruling 2020
Russia announces plan to 'use the advantages' of climate change 2020
BlackRock joins Climate Action taking on biggest polluters 2020
Ocean
temperatures accelerate to record high 2020
Decade of 'exceptional' heat hottest on record 2020 As the ice melts, Greenland considers its future 2020
Extinction Rebellion could sue police over extremist ideology listing 2020
17. COP25: Anger, Final Compromise, Greta and Time 2019 Youth 'leadership' contrasts with
government inaction, says UN chief - Children, Carbon Markets and Political Will 2019 Island
nation in 'ﬁght to death' 2019 Is your country's climate pledge consistent with keeping global
heating under 1.5C? 2019 Pelosi at climate conference: 'We are still in' 2019
Put more
carbon in soils to meet Paris climate pledges 2018
18.
Australia bushﬁres: Will cause jump in atmosphere CO2 - Turnbull accuses Morrison of
'misleading' nation 2020 Nature Editorial wake up call and Climate change analysis
CNN+Science News How climate change made Australia's wildﬁres more common 2020 Too
big to put out 2019 The Devastation Escalates 2020 The Political Fallout 2020
19. Climate crisis:
World not on track to meet goal amid continuous emissions 2019 Victoria
Falls dries to a trickle 2019 Trump attacks Wind Power 2019 Urgenda: Not slashing emissions?
See you in court! 2019
Nature's top 10 Greta
CO2 emissions will hit a record high in
2019
Millions Around The World Strike on Black Friday for Action on Climate Change
Climate emergency: world 'may have crossed tipping points' source article pwd =
UN Bleak outlook as carbon emissions gap grows
'Our house is on ﬁre': EU parliament
declares climate emergency
11,000 scientists warn of 'untold suffering' source article pwd
=
Trump administration begins Paris climate pact exit 2019 Climate change deniers'
new battle front attacked 2019 Do more now or risk catastrophe, warns IEA 2019 The climate chain reaction that threatens the heart of the Paciﬁc 2019
Methane pulse detected from South Sudan wetlands 2019
20. The Polluters: Guardian Investigation into Corporations and Fossil Fuels 2019
Fossil fuel big ﬁve 'spent €251m lobbying EU' since 2010 2019 Google
contributes to Climate Deniers 2019
IMF Massive Carbon Tax Urgent 2019
SUVs second biggest cause of emissions rise after power 2019
Just
10% of fossil fuel subsidy cash 'could pay for green transition' 2019
21. World Climate Strike:
Global climate strike: millions protest worldwide 2019
Scientists worldwide join strikes for climate change 2019
Greta Thunberg: Industries' 'greatest threat' sails to US and entreaties Congress
to "listen to the scientists" 2019 Greta's UN Climate Summit Warning 2019 Greta on
Satuday Night Live
22. UN Climate Summit:
Greta Thunberg 'Leaders failed us on climate change' 2019
Impacts 'accelerating' as leaders gather for UN talks 2019
Countries must
triple climate emissions targets to limit global heating to 2C 2019 What the climate
summit achieved 2019 Kids vs World in Landmark Climate Complaint 2019 Climate
Protesters and World Leaders: Same Planet, Different Worlds 2019 Climate Summit
Video 3h 2019 Monaco: IPCC to report on ocean emergency 2019 World's oceans are
losing power to stall climate change 2019
IPCC Report summary 2019
23. Existential Threat:
Climate change could pose 'existential threat' by 2050:
REPORT 2019
Rising Seas Will displace 150 million people and More Cities by 2050 2019 source
article pwd =
Thousands could perish annually in US if global heating not curbed, study ﬁnds 2019 Global Warming: How Hot, Exactly, Is it
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Going to Get? 2019
The most effective way to tackle climate change? Plant 1 trillion trees 2019 Bioenergy plantations could ﬁght climate change -- but
threaten food crops, U.N. panel warns 2019 Are parts of India becoming too hot for humans? 2019
World 'gravely' unprepared for effects of climate
crisis – GCA report 2019 Climate crisis is greatest ever threat to human rights, UN warns 2019 12 years to save the planet? Make that 18 months 2019
Attribution Science: Climate change made 9 an heatwave up to 3°C hotter and up
to 100 times more likely 2019
How climate's impact on land threatens
civilisation -- and how to ﬁx it :: IPCC Report 2019 Dangerous new hot zones are
spreading around the world 2019
Polar Melting Crisis 1: Images reveal Iceland's glacier melt 2019 Melting glaciers
reveal ﬁve new islands in the Arctic 2019
Global impacts of thawing Arctic
permafrost may be imminent 2019
Arctic heat wave and wildﬁres 2019 Nature
commentary 2019
The end of the Arctic as we know it 2019 Greenland in
Meltdown 2019Greenland's ice faces melting 'death sentence' 2019 Earth's future
in being written in fast-melting Greenland 2019 Hot summers causing arctic
sinkholes as permafrost thaws rapidly 2019 Adrift in th Arctic 2019 pwd =
Scientists shocked by Arctic permafrost thawing 70 years sooner than predicted
2019 Photograph lays bare reality of melting Greenland sea ice 2019 Greenland's
ice sheet poured 197bn tons of water into the North Atlantic in July 2019 Siberia
Thawing 2019 Glacial rivers rapidly absorb carbon dioxide 2019
Antarctica
losing six times more ice mass annually now than 40 years ago 2019
'Precipitous' fall in Antarctic sea ice since 2014 revealed 2019 source article pwd
=
Glacial melting in Antarctica may become irreversible 2019 source article pwd =
Himalayas and Andes in Meltdown 2019
Next
Previous
Corruption and Denial:
Most of world's biggest ﬁrms 'unlikely' to meet Paris climate
targets 2019 Attenborough attacks Australian PM on climate and coal 2019
Eightcountry poll shows people view climate crisis as most important issue 2019 Can the rest
of the world save itself from climate breakdown without the US?- Americans are waking
up - Most US teens frightened of Climate Change 2019
Trump strips California of power to set auto emission standards highlighting 85
Environmental Rules Being Rolled Back 2019 The silenced: whistleblowers muzzled by
Trump 2019
This is what climate change looks like in Australia 2019 'Ecological grief' grips
scientists witnessing Great Barrier Reef's decline 2019 Faster pace of climate change is
'scary', former UK chief scientist 2019 Trump rails against energy-efﬁcient light bulbs
2019
Electrical industry's 'dirty secret' SF8 boosts warming 2019 Latest data shows steep rises in CO2 for 7th year 2019
Greenhouse gases reach
record levels 407.4 ppm 2019
Carbon emissions from energy industry rise at fastest rate since 2011 2019
Hopes for climate progress falter with
coal king across Asia 2019
In some EU countries Greta's message is falling on deaf ears 2019
France records
all-time highest temperature of 45.9C 2019 Is climate change causing Europe's intense
heat? 2019
Heatwave made 'at least' ﬁve times more likely by warming 2019 German
forests vs open cast coalmines 2019 Streaming online pornography produces as much CO2
as Belgium 2019 July hottest worldwide on record - Europe heat wave sets all time records
Mont Blanc glacier in danger of collapse 2019
Collateral Damage: A Quarter of Humanity Faces Looming Water Crises 2019 Climate crisis
increasing jet stream turbulence 2019 source article pwd =
Marine heatwaves killing
coral instantly 2019 source article pwd =
Rise of a deadly superfungus tied to global
warming 2019 source article pwd =
Politics of Denial vs Eco-conscience:
Trump Administration Hardens Its Attack on
ClimateScience 2019;
European Election: Greens surge as voters abandon old parties
over climate 2019
Proposal to spend 25% of EU budget on climate change 2019
US climate objections sink Arctic Council accord in Finland 2019
May commits to net zero UK carbon emissions by 2050 2019
Ireland to unveil bold plan to tackle climate emergency 2019
NY to Approve One of the
World's Most Ambitious Climate Plans 2019
EU fails to set a ﬁrm deadline for its zero carbon emissions goal 2019
EPA rolls back plan limiting coalﬁred power plant emissions 2019
America's renewable energy capacity is now greater than
coal 2019 Red and Blue States divided over renewables 2019
Fossil fuels produce less than
half of UK electricity for ﬁrst time 2019 'Climate apartheid' between rich and poor looms, UN
expert warns 2019 How US States make their Electricity 2019
Generational Action:
Worldwide School climate strikes: 1.4 million people took part 2019
Greta Thunberg backs climate general strike to force leaders to act: Says world faces
'existential crisis' and must achieve goals of Paris deal 2019
Swedish student leader wins
EU pledge to spend billions on climate2019
How teenage girls deﬁed skeptics to build a
new global climate movement 2019
Fresh wave of youth climate action protests 2019 Meet
the schoolgirl climate warriors 2019 David Attenborough
'Outrage is justiﬁed' - backs
school climate strikers. 'We cannot be radical enough' 2019 Schoolchildren again go on strike
across world over climate crisis 2019
Climate lawsuits: Kids Lawsuits could put governments' role in climate change on trial 2019 Climate activists turn to lawsuits to force action on global
warming 2019
Extinction Rebellion stopping London for ﬁve days and Attenborough' "The Facts" put climate in spotlight 2019
Two-thirds of Britons agree planet
is in a climate emergency 2019 Global Die-In, Glastonbury and Climate Fund 2019 Meet the Millionaires Helping to Pay for Climate Protests 2019
BP headquarters in London blockaded by Greenpeace 2019 Next
Previous
It's time for nations to unite around an International Green New Deal 2019 The Future of US Climate Politics 2019
Industrial and Political Diaspora:
Climate change: Global impacts 'accelerating' - WMO
2019
Emissions growth in United States, Asia fueled record carbon levels in 2018 2019
Top oil ﬁrms spending millions lobbying to block climate change policies, says report
2019
Resource extraction responsible for half world's carbon emissions 2019
Trump disbanded it, but climate change panel regroups to release its report 2019
IPPR
Environment in multiple crises: Politicians and policymakers have failed to grasp the
gravity of the environmental crisis facing the Earth 2019
White House Panel Will Study
Whether Climate Change Is a National Security Threat. It Includes a notorious Climate
Denialist 2019
US 2018 CO2 emissions saw biggest spike in years 2019
Arctic Melting Crisis 2: Greenland is melting even faster than experts thought, study ﬁnds
2019 Rain melting Greenland ice sheet 'even in winter' 2019 Melting permafrost in Arctic
will have $70tn climate impact 2019 Five-fold increase in Antarctic Ice Loss from 19792017 pwd =
Australian researchers ﬁnd huge lakes beneath largest east Antarctic
glacier 2019 Warning from 'Antarctica's last forests' 2019 Permafrost collapse is
accelerating carbon release 2019 Rise in global sea levels could have 'profound consequences' 2019 Source Article pwd =
Global warming of oceans equivalent to an atomic bomb per second 2019 Heatwaves sweeping oceans 'like wildﬁres', scientists reveal 2019
Russian islands declare emergency after mass invasion of polar bears 2019
A third of Himalayan ice cap doomed 2019 Himalayan glacier melting doubled since 2000, spy satellites show2019
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39. One man's ﬁght to save a California tree 2019
40. Cavity two-thirds the size of Manhattan discovered under Antarctic glacier 2019 Source
article pwd =
41. The little ice age of the middle ages was caused by the genocide of the Amerindians BBC
2009 Source article pwd =
42. World heading for warmest decade 2019 Blue planet will get even bluer as Earth warms
2019
43. Children's global strike over climate change crisis 2019 Antarctic krill: Key food source
moves south 2019
44. Warming oceans likely to raise sea levels 30cm by end of century 2019
45. Greenland ice melt reaching 'tipping point,' study ﬁnds 2019 source article pwd =
46. To ﬁx climate change, ﬁx the obesity and starvation epidemics - reports 2019 Australia swelters in record-breaking heatwave 2019
47. U.S. Midwest Freezes, Australia Burns: This Is the Age of Weather Extremes 2019 Big rise in atmospheric CO2 expected in 2019
Next
Previous
48. How to win public support for a global carbon tax 2019 Immediate fossil fuel phaseout
could arrest climate change 2019
49. Trump replacement for Obama climate plan 8% worse than doing nothing 2019 America's
oil boom is terrible for the climate 2019
50. Risks of 'domino effect' of tipping points greater than thought, study says 2018 Climate
change: Huge costs of warming impacts in 2018
51. COP24 Agreement Sealed but Inadequate according to experts: Failure at climate talks
would have been 'suicidal' with 'hell to pay' 2018
52. Tackle climate or face ﬁnancial crash, say world's biggest investors 2018 We have 12
years to limit climate change catastrophe, warns UN 2018
53. Greta Thunberg: "You say you love your children above all else, and yet you are stealing
their future in front of their very eyes." 2018
54. COP24 fails to "welcome" IPCC report after Trumps US joins Russia and Saudi
Obstruction
55. COP24 G20 Commits to Paris, while Trump renegs (again)
56. David Atenborough warns: 'The collapse of our civilizations is on the horizon' 2018
57. Climate change: 'World at crossroads' warning as key talks begin 2018 Poll: Majority of
US voters worried about climate change 2018
58. Climate change will have dire consequences for US, federal report concludes,
contradicting Trump 2018 NOAA Report - Trump's response - "I don't believe it" - Analysis
59. Global warming will happen faster than we think Nature 2018 Methane leaking from under
Greenland's melitng ice sheet 2019
60. Unparalleled warmth is changing the Arctic and affecting weather in US, Europe 2018
61. Global industrial carbon emissions to reach all-time high in 2018
62. 'A kind of dark realism': Why the climate change problem is starting to look too big to
solve 2018
63. CO2 levels pass 405 ppm 2018 Total CO2 emissions rising again for the ﬁrst time in 4
years 2018 Steep rise by 2.7% 2018 'Trump effect' threatens Paris pact 2018 Vanuatu
threatens to sue biggest carbon energy producers 2018
64.
The 'great dying': rapid warming caused largest extinction event ever, report says 2018 Source article pwd =
New evidence suggests
volcanic global warming caused biggest mass extinction ever 2019
65. Melting of Greenland's ice is 'off the charts,' study shows 2018 The Beef with Beef 2018 Concrete: The massive CO2 emitter you may not know about 2018
66. No G20 countries are meeting climate targets, says report 2018 World woefully short on 2oC Target - UN 2018
67. Policies of China, Russia and Canada threaten 5C climate change - World Map Source Article pwd =
68. Planet at risk of heading towards "Hothouse Earth" state 2nd article 2018 Source
Article pwd =
69. First sun-dimming experiment will test a way to cool Earth 2018
70. IPCC says limiting global warming to 1.5 °C will require drastic action 2018 Next
Previous
71. The World Needs to Quit Coal. Why Is It So Hard? 2018 pwd =
72. The world has seriously underestimated the amount of heat soaked up by our
oceans over the past 25 years, researchers say 2018 Errors noted by team
73. US Supreme Court allows historic kids' climate lawsuit to go forward Case aims to
compel the government to slash greenhouse-gas emissions 2018
74. Australia deﬁes climate warning to back coal 2018 Coal Is Killing the Planet. Trump
Loves It 2018
75. Hurricane Michael leaves 'unimaginable destruction' 2018
76. A bizarre bubbling lake symbolises the danger to Earth as the Arctic heats up 2018
77. Our climate plans are in pieces as killer summer shreds records 2018
78. NASA Video of the Earth's Race Towards a Scorching Future 2018
79. Atmospheric carbon last year reached levels not seen in 800,000 years 2018
80. Summer of extreme temperatures continues, to the beat of climate change 2018
81. Here's how climate change is fueling Hurricane Florence 2018
82. Climate Change Is Killing the Cedars of Lebanon 2018
83. The sinking state: This is what happens when climate change forces an entire country to
seek higher ground 2018
84. Extreme global weather is 'the face of climate change' 2018
85. Scientists may have solved a huge riddle in Earth's climate past. It doesn't bode well for
the future 2018
86. Embattled head of US environment agency resigns 2018 Rising levels of 'frustration' at UN
climate stalemate 2018
87. California governor signs law for clean energy by 2045 2018
88. Gina Rinehart company revealed as $4.5m donor to climate sceptic thinktank 2018 Next
Previous
89. Climate change has turned Peru's glacial lake into a deadly ﬂood timebomb 2018
90. How the World is Coping 1 Year after Trump Abandoned Paris Climate Pact 2018
91. US has caused serious damage to Paris climate efforts UN 2018
92. Antarctic ice loss has tripled in a decade. If that continues, we are in serious trouble. 2018 Source Article pwd =
93. Arctic has warmest winter on record: 'Never seen anything like this' 2018
94. Gulf Stream current at its weakest in 1,600 years, studies show 2018
95. Global warming is melting Antarctic ice from below 2018 Fiji: Climate change threatens our survival 2018
96. Leading Climate Agency NOAA May Lose Its Climate Focus 2018
97. Trump Wants to Bail Out Coal and Nuclear Power. Here's Why That Will Be Hard. 2018
98. House lawmakers move to restore NASA climate science program Trump axed 2018
99. Judge Orders EPA to Produce Science behind Pruitt's Warming Claims 2018
100. California, battered by global warming's weather whiplash, is ﬁghting to stop it 2018
101. Dismal Western Snowpack Is a Climate "Warning Sign" 2018
102. Hitting toughest climate target will save world $30tn in damages 2018
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103. Powerful Investors Push Big Companies to Plan for Climate Change 2018 Next
Previous
104. Huge private sector investment puts Paris climate target in reach 2018 U.S.
Companies Are Driving a Renewables Boom 2018
105. 'They're everywhere': has the decline of the seal hunt saved the polar bear? 2018
106. The Top 7 Climate Findings of 2017 – Trump says US 'could conceivably' rejoin Paris
deal 2018

Global Heating and Climate Change 2006 - 2017

Click to Expand

Latest high accuracy predictions show no sign of population growth peak by 2100. Left: World population trends in the latest 2014 study show high
conﬁdence estimates of world population growing from the current 7 billion to 11 billion by 2100 with no sign of reduction (10% and 5% variations in darkening
colours). Right: Growth by continent with Africa failing to curb population growth (Gerland P et al. 2014 World population stabilization unlikely this century
Science 346 234 doi:10.1126/science.1257469). This shows that the unrestrained population growth is largely conﬁned to Africa, with other continents stabilizing
and some countries experiencing a population decline due to rapidly falling fertility rates. Inset left: Current fertility rates in children per woman. Below right:
2017 world birth rates and population pyramids (Lancet 2018).

4: Population
Next

Previous

For a complete focussed discussion, see The Population Bomb and Religion, Politics, Sexual Reproduction and the Future of Human Society
1. Fertility rate: 'Jaw-dropping' global crash in children being born 2020 Fertility, mortality, migration, and
population scenarios for 195 countries and territories from 2017 to 2100: a forecasting analysis for the
Global Burden of Disease Study pwd =
The world's population is nearing 8 billion 2019 China's
birthrate falls to lowest level despite push for more babies 2020 Japan's birth rate hits another record
low in 2019 - 'Remarkable' decline in fertility rates worldwide 2018
2. Falling total fertility rate should be welcomed, population expert says 2018
3. About 1 in 4 Japanese adults in their 20s and 30s is a virgin, study says 2018
4. Japan suffers biggest natural population decline ever in 2018
5. China faces 'unstoppable' population decline by mid-century 2019
6. China moves to end two-child limit, ﬁnishing decades of family planning 2018
7. U.S. fertility rates collapse - New data conﬁrms historic declines across all races, in both urban and rural
areas 2018
8. South Korea's fertility rate set to hit record low of 0.96 2018 South Korea's fertility rate falls to record low of 0.98 2019
9. 'We lose 1,400 girls a year. Who will our boys marry?': Armenia's quandary 2018
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

US birth rates drop to lowest since 1987 2018
Next
Previous
Paul Ehrlich: 'Collapse of civilisation is a near certainty within decades' 2018
Turkey's waning fertility threatens Erdoğan's vision of strength 2017
South Korea birth rate plunges to record low 2017
Subsidised egg freezing isn't the answer to Japan's birth rate 2016
Italy set to double child beneﬁt to combat low birth rate 2016
China to end one-child policy and allow two 2015
COP21: Cardinal says birth control may offer climate 'solution' 2015
South Korea Birthrate Hits Lowest on Record 2015
Concern as Japan's 2014 birth rate falls to record low 2014
World population unlikely to stop growing this century 2014
No baby boom from ease in China's 1-child policy 2014
Japan's population falls 'by record 244,000' 2013
Human Population Growth Creeps Back Up Sep 13
Is population growth out of control? Sep 13
Can we be sure the world's population will stop rising? Oct 12 Next
Previous
When will the 7 billionth human be born? Oct 11
Perils of baby sex preference Jul 11
Is India's population policy sexist? Jul 11
Taiwan's birth rate plummets to 0.9 despite government measures Aug 11. Taiwan has the world's lowest
birth rate.
Dubious assumptions prime population bomb May 11
Nigeria population: Sachs' three-baby plan 'tricky' May 11
UN warns on Vietnam birth ratio Oct 10
China's one-child policy - success or failure? Sept 10
South Koreans told to go home and make babies 20 Jan 2010 South Korea has one of the world's lowest
birth rates
China faces growing sex imbalance 11 Jan 2010 More than 24 million Chinese men of marrying age
could ﬁnd themselves without spouses by 2020. The gender imbalance among newborns is the most
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serious demographic problem for the country's population of 1.3 billion. The academy of social science cites sex-speciﬁc abortions as a major factor, due
to China's traditional bias towards male children.
Brazil's soap operas linked to dramatic drop in birth rates Sep 09
Shanghai urges 'two-child policy' Jul 09
China 'may revamp one-child rule' 29 February 2008
Population and Sustainability: Can We Avoid Limiting the Number of People? Sci Am 09 Next
Previous
Chinese fertility drugs challenge one-child policy May 27, 2007 Many Chinese take fertility drugs in the
hope of a multiple pregnancy.
Riots as women forced to undergo abortions May 28, 2007 Residents in a riot-torn county in south China
admit they violated family planning policy, but say government retribution, including forced abortions,
was illegal and excessive.
China warns of population growth 7 May 2007 China's top family planning body has warned of a
"population rebound" as couples ﬂout one child policy rules.
China 'to punish' two-child rich 1 March 2007.
Japan birth rate shows rare rise 1 January 2007 The fertility rate - the average number of children a
woman bears in her lifetime - was expected to be 1.29 in 2006, compared to the record low of 1.26 in
2005. However, a rate of 2.1 is needed to prevent a population drop
Large families 'bad for parents' 26 December 2006 The situation was worst for women, because they were affected by the physical costs of bearing the
children. Fathers' mortality risk increased the more children they had, but never exceeded that of mothers.

Tsar Bomba 50 megatons 30 October 1961 called Kuzma's Mother - afer Krushchev's "We'll Show You"

5: Nuclear Holocaust
Next

Previous

Exploding the Millennium Countdown on Threats and Risks of Nuclear Extinction - for full discussion
Global nuclear weapons ban begins – without the world's nuclear powers 2021
Putin and Biden conﬁrm extension of New START treaty 2021
North Korea unveils massive new ballistic missile in military parade 2020
How a small nuclear war would transform the entire planet Source Article pwd =
2020 Doomsday Clock nears apocalypse over climate and
nuclear fears 2020 US military deploys new type of low yield nuclear weapon 2020
USA Donald Trump's most catastrophic decision 2019 USA, Russia
China and N Korea in Arms Race post INF 2019 Nuclear weapons: experts alarmed by new Pentagon 'war-ﬁghting' doctrine 2019 US arms control ofﬁce
critically understaffed 2019
Iran: Iran to enrich uranium to up to 20% purity, UN nuclear watchdog says -- Iran's enriched uranium stockpile '10 times limit' 2020 The current state
of Miscalculation 2020 Iran makes 'substantial' nuclear offer 2019 Iran nuclear deal: Enriched uranium limit will be breached on 27 June Iran nuclear deal:
Enriched uranium limit breached, IAEA conﬁrms 2019
USA/Russia Vladimir Putin warns Russia will target US with missiles in retaliatory move 2019 INF nuclear treaty: Russia plans new missile systems
after pullout 2019 President Trump to pull US from Russia missile treaty 2018 Russia will build missiles if US leaves treaty, Putin warns 2018 Is nuclear
disarmament set to self-destruct? 2018
Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia pledges to create a nuclear bomb if Iran does 2018 Saudi nuclear weapons 'on order' from Pakistan 2013
Russia/China condemn US nuclear bomb plans 2018
Nuclear destruction 'one impulsive tantrum away,' Nobel winners warn 2017
Russia Putin claims new 'invincible' missile can pierce US defenses 2017 Russia has deployed a banned nuclear missile. Now the U.S. threatens to
build one 2017 Russia reveals giant 100 megaton nuclear torpedo in state TV 'leak' 2015 Ukraine conﬂict: Putin 'was ready for nuclear alert' 2015
Next

Previous

North Korea: North Korea suggests it could restart nuclear tests 2019 NKorea Jun 2018 NKorea Apr 2018 NKorea Dec 2017 NKorea Nov 2017 NKorea
Aug 2017 NKorea July 2017 NKorea May 2017 NKorea Jan 2017 NKorea Aug 2016 NKorea May 2016 NKorea 2016 US warns North Korea over nuclear plant
'provocation' 2015 North Korea 'willing to restart' nuclear talks Jul 13 North Korea dossier Jun 13 North Korea carries out biggest nuclear test Feb 13 No
plan for nuclear test 'at present' Jun 12 NKUpdate May 12 North Korea says nuclear plant is 'progressing apace' Nov 11 North Korea 'keen' for six-party
nuclear talks Aug 11 N Korea Apr 11 N Korea Dec 10 N Korea May 10 North Korea agrees nuclear 'co-operation' with US Dec 09 N. Korea may return to
Talks (several news articles) Oct 09 N Korea 'has extracted plutonium' Nov 09 N. Korea 'in ﬁnal uranium enrichment stage' Aug 09
Iran: Iran Jun 2018 Iran Nov 17 Iran Aug 17 Iran dossier Mar 16 Iran dossier Nov 15 Iran dossier Sep 15 Iran dossier Mar 15 Iran dossier Nov 14 Iran
dossier Sep 14 Iran dossier Mar 14 Iran dossier Jan 14 Iran dossier Oct 13 Iran dossier Jun 13 Iran dossier Feb 13 Iran dossier Sep 12 Flame virus Iran
dossier May 12 Iran dossier to Feb 12 IAEA Report Nov 11 Iran confrontation closer Oct 11 Iran says it is installing 'better' nuclear centrifuges Jul 11 Iran
Dossier Apr 11 Stuxnet 1 Stuxnet 2 Iran Dossier Dec 10 Iran dossier Sept 10 Iran dossier to May 2010 Iran dossier to April 2010 Iran Nuclear dossier to
Feb10 US Strike Shield and the tritium triggers Dec09 Iran Nuclear Dossier on the Evolving Situation Oct 09 Iran Nuclear Debate Nov 09
Review or 'cover up'? Mystery as Australia nuclear weapons tests ﬁles withdrawn 2019
Donald Trump: US must greatly expand nuclear capabilities 2017
How Islamic State nearly stumbled on the ingredients for a 'dirty bomb' 2017
Hackers breached a dozen US nuclear plants, reports say 2017
World nuclear ban 'not realistic', says US ambassador to UN 2017 Treaty banning nuclear weapons approved at UN 2017 Next
Previous
Russia's foreign minister says ready to discuss reducing nuclear arms 2017
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Nuclear weapons risk greater than in cold war 2016

Left: Ozone hole trends 1979-2013. Right: Jan-Dec 2016. Due to newer contaminants from making PVC, closing the ozone hole may be delayed for 30 more
years.

6: The Ozone Hole
Next

Previous

1. Rare (and large) ozone hole appears over the Arctic 2020 Ozone-depleting gases may have doubled extreme Arctic warming 2020
2. 2019 ozone hole could be smallest in three decades - 'Ozone hole vigilance still required' 2019
3. Banned CFCs traced to China 2019 - Source Article pwd =
China plans CFC-monitoring network to investigate rogue emissions
4. Ozone hole mystery: China insulating chemical said to be source of rise 2018
5. Mysterious rise in banned ozone-destroying chemical shocks scientists 2018
6. Ozone layer recovery could be delayed by 30 years 2017
7. Record hole in ozone layer 'no cause for alarm' 2015
8. Antarctic ozone hole is on the mend 2016

New 'planetary health diet' can save lives and the planet, major review suggests. Nuts - 50g a day, Beans, chickpeas, lentils and other legumes - 75g a day,
Fish - 28g a day, Eggs - 13g a day (so one and a bit a week), Meat - 14g a day of red meat and 29g a day of chicken, Carbs - whole grains like bread and rice 232g
a day and 50g a day of starchy vegetables, Dairy - 250g - the equivalent of one glass of milk, Vegetables (300g) and fruit (200g). The diet has room for 31g of
sugar and about 50g worth of oils like olive oil.

7: Sustainable Society
Next

Previous

1.
2.

Children raised in greener areas have higher IQ, study ﬁnds 2020
New 'planetary health diet' can save lives and the planet, major review suggests 2019 EAT-Lancet Commission Report
'Green hydrogen' from renewables could become cheapest 'transformative fuel' within a decade -- Rivers could generate thousands of nuclear power
plants worth of energy, thanks to a new 'blue' membrane -- Three unusual inventions for renewable elecrticity 2020 Powerhouses: nanotechnology turns
bricks into batteries 2020 The $16 billion plan to beam Australia's Outback sun onto Asia's power grids 2020
3.
We must transform food production to save the world, says leaked IPCC report 2019 Healthier food choices almost always beneﬁt environment 2019
source article pwd =
Lab-grown food will soon destroy farming -- and save the planet 2020
4. 'Green' colonialism is ruining Indigenous lives in Norway 2020
5. In a First, Renewable Energy Is Poised to Eclipse Coal in U.S. The coronavirus has pushed the coalindustry to once-unthinkable lows, and the
consequences for climate change are big. 2020 Renewable power surges as pandemic scrambles global energy outlook 2020
6.
Artiﬁcial solar leaves successfully produce clean syngas 2019 Renewable CO2 recycling and synthetic fuel production on solar islands 2019 pwd =
New Electrochemical Device Removes Carbon Dioxide from Stream of Air 2019
7. Electric vehicles close to 'tipping point' of mass adoption 2021
8. 'Bath sponge' breakthrough could boost cleaner cars 2020 source article pwd =
9. Deploy diverse renewables to save tropical rivers 2019 pwd =
Perovskites on Trial 2019 pwd =
10.
Quest for Fire: turning solar and wind power into gasoline 2019 Energy startup Heliogen achieves high temperature solar breakthrough 2019
11. Carbon Capture: Carbon capture is vital to meeting climate goals, scientists tell green critics 2021 Potential for large-scale CO2 removal via enhanced
rock weathering with croplands pwd =
2020 Spreading rock dust on ﬁelds could remove vast amounts of CO2 from air 2020 The tiny Swiss
company that thinks it can help stop climate change 2019 A climate change solution slowly gains ground 2019 Carbon Capture - Is it a Viable Strategy?
2017 9
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12. Plan to sell 50m meals made from electricity, water and air 2019 Crystalline nets harvest
water from desert air, turn carbon dioxide into liquid fuel 2019
Could Air-Conditioning Fix Climate Change? 2019 Should we fertilize oceans or seed
clouds? No one knows 2019
13.
Reaping the wind with the biggest turbines ever made 2018
$13.6B record-breaking
solar park rises from Dubai desert 2019
14. The global potential for converting renewable electricity to negative-CO2-emissions
hydrogen 2018 pwd =
15. Ammonia - a renewable fuel made from sun, air, and water - could power the globe without
carbon 2018 New battery gobbles up carbon dioxide 2018
16.
Filling Sahara with solar and wind farms would double local rainfall 2018
17. New technology could slash carbon emissions from aluminium production 2018
18. Innovative zero-emissions power plant begins battery of tests 2018 Sucking carbon dioxide from air is cheaper than scientists thought 2018
19. After the 'sunrush': what comes next for solar power? 2018
20. Wind and solar power could meet four-ﬁfths of US electricity demand, study ﬁnds 2018 Next
Previous
21. Electric cars already cheaper to own and run than petrol or diesel – study 2017
22. Indian solar power prices hit record low, undercutting fossil fuels 2017
23. Full tilt: giant offshore wind farm opens in North Sea 2017
24. Renewables cut Europe's carbon emissions by 10% in 2015, says EEA 2017
25. Catch wave power in ﬂoating nets 2016
26. World's environment parliament agrees 25 steps to save the Earth 2016
27. The Price of Solar Is Declining to Unprecedented Lows 2016
28. Renewable energy capacity overtakes coal 2016
29. Next-Generation Batteries Ramp Up Capacity 2016
30. Investment in renewables was double that of coal and gas in 2015 2016
31. New type of ‘ﬂow battery’ can store 10 times the energy of the next best device
2015
32. Getting creative to cut methane from cows 2015
33. Australian PM bans renewable energy body from investing in wind 2015
34. How Tanzania plans to light up a million homes with solar power 2015
35. China ‘deserves more credit’ for renewable energy effort 2015
36. Harvard Reveals Quality and Quantity of Key Crops is Changing 2015
37. Wind turbines take to the skies to seek out more power 2014
38. Giant solar farm uses molten salt to keep power coming 2014
39. Sunﬂower solar harvester provides power and water 2014
40. Methane hydrate: dirty fuel or energy saviour? 2014
41. Is Australia falling out of love with solar power? 2014
42. Batteries of ice, iron and glass store renewable power 2014 Next
Previous
43. EU outlines 2030 climate goals 2014
44. Trailblazing power plant is ﬁrst to bury its carbon 2014
45. France struggles to cut down on nuclear power 2014
46. World's largest solar power plant opens 2014
47. Renewable energy to eclipse gas by 2016 Jun 13
48. Farmed ﬁsh overtakes farmed beef for ﬁrst time Jun 13
49. Wind power is now cheaper than coal in some countries Feb 13
50. Sugar-rich willow can boost biofuels' green credentials Jan 13
51. Texas mega-battery aims to green up the grid Fen 13
52. Solar energy plant set to be Africa's largest Dec 12
53. Solar power hits a tortoise roadblock May 12
54. South Korea's drive for renewable energy Dec 11
55. One third of Scotland's energy needs coming from renewables Mar 12
56. Are Denmark's renewable energy goals wishful thinking? Apr 12
57. Microsoft promises to go carbon neutral from July May 12
58. Fife Energy Park to host new offshore turbine concept Apr 12
59. Nanoparticle solar cells make light work Nov 11
60. Solar Power 2011 - Solar PV Breaks Records in 2010
61. Wind and wave farms could affect Earth's energy balance Mar 11 Next
Previous
62. "Artiﬁcial Leaf" Might Provide Easy, Mobile Energy Mar 11
63. Water map shows billions at risk of 'water insecurity' Sept 10
64. US government approves ﬁrst offshore wind farm Apr 10
65. China steams ahead on clean energy Mar 10
66. Masdar: Abu Dhabi's carbon-neutral city Mar 10
67. Are Engines the Future of Solar Power? Dec09
68. Solar panel costs 'set to fall' Nov09
69. New technology cleans up coal with CO2 Nov09
70. Meeting India's tree planting guru Sep 09
71. Malawi windmill boy with big fans Oct 09
72. Floating wind turbine launched Jun 09
73. Ranchers driving wind revolution Jun 09
74. US takes pole position in generation of wind power Nature Feb 2009
75. Abu Dhabi - Green city planned for the desert BBC 2008
76. EU reveals energy plan of action BBC 2008
77. Europe unveils ambitious energy plan New Sci 2008
78. Earth on course for eco 'crunch' BBC 2008
79. As children starve, world struggles for solution CNN 2008
80. Honda makes ﬁrst hydrogen cars BBC 2008
81. Limits to Growth New Sci. 2008
82. Limits to Growth in 2008 CSIRO
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Peak oil chart (2008) Diminishing reserves of oil typify many non-renewable Earth mineral resources.

8: Resources, Biofuels and Peak Oil
Next

Previous

1. Change climate policy now to avert oil market crisis, warns think-tank 2020
2. Earth's resources consumed in ever greater destructive volumes 2018
3. Palm Oil was supposed to save the planet. Instead it unleashed a catastrophe 2018 pwd =
4. Doubling down on the biofuel boondoggle 2018 Caution urged over use of 'carbon unicorns' to limit warming 2018
5. Fossil fuels subsidised by $10m a minute, says IMF 2015
6. The renewable energy scam making global warming worse 2016
7. Biofuels targets are 'unethical' Apr 11
8. Warning over global oil 'decline' Oct 09 See Oil predictions
9. Shell in Hawaiian algae biofuel pilot Dec 2007
10. Algae hold the key to the biofuel conundrum 2008
11. EU rethinks biofuels guidelines 2008
12. Grass biofuels 'cut CO2 by 94%' 2008
13. Bog barons: Indonesia's carbon catastrophe 2007
14. Biofuels emissions may be 'worse than petrol' 2008

9: Pollution
Next

Previous

1. Coronavirus pandemic leading to huge drop in air pollution 2020 US and UK yet to show support for global treaty to tackle plastic pollution
2. Nearly all the world's countries sign deal to prevent plastic waste - except US 2019 Plastic pollution kills half a million hermit crabs 2019
3. Light pollution is key 'bringer of insect apocalypse' 2019 Impact of air pollution on health may be far worse than thought Source article1 Source article2
pwd =
2019
4. Macroplastics: Car tyres are major source of ocean microplastics – study 2020 More than 14m tonnes of plastic believed to be at the bottom of the ocean
2020 The amount of plastic in the ocean is a lot worse than we thought, study says Source article pwd =
2019
Dumped ﬁshing gear is biggest plastic polluter in ocean - up to 86% of macroplastic 2019
5. Microplastics: Seagrass 'Neptune balls' sieve millions of plastic particles from
water, study ﬁnds 2021 Clothes washing linked to 'pervasive' plastic pollution in
the Arctic 2021 High microplastic concentration found on ocean ﬂoor 2020 source
article pwd =
-The hills are alive with the signs of plastic: even Swiss
mountains are polluted 2019
6. Giant plastic catcher heads for Paciﬁc Ocean clean-up 2018 Floating pipe set to
start massive ocean cleanup process 2018
7. Saving the albatross: 'The war is against plastic and they are casualties on the
frontline 2018 Whale that died off Thailand had eaten 80 plastic bags 2018
8. Marine plastic: Hundreds of fragments in dead seabirds 2018 Sunshine is making
Deepwater Horizon oil stick around 2018
9. Plastic patch in Paciﬁc Ocean growing rapidly, study shows 2018 Southeast
Asia's plastic 'addiction' blights world's oceans 2018 Next
Previous
10. Ocean plastic a 'planetary crisis' - UN 2017 UN signals 'end' of throwaway plastic
2017 Seven charts that explain the plastic pollution problem 2017
11. Plastic pollution: Scientists' plea on threat to ocean giants 2017
12. 'Extraordinary' levels of toxic pollution found in 10km deep Mariana trench 2017 Shocking photo shows Caribbean Sea being 'choked to death by human
waste' 2017
13. Research article: Production, use, and fate of all plastics ever made 2017 pwd =
As of 2015, approximately 6300 Mt of plastic waste had been
generated, around 9% of which had been recycled, 12% was incinerated, and 79% was accumulated in land-ﬁlls or the natural environment. If current
production and waste management trends continue, roughly 12,000 Mt of plastic waste will be in landﬁlls or in the natural environment by 2050. Sci. Adv.
2017;3:e1700782
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14. Research article: Exceptional and rapid accumulation of anthropogenic debris on one of the world's most remote and pristine islands 2017 pwd =
Here we document the amount of debris and rate of accumulation on Henderson Island, a remote, uninhabited island in the South Paciﬁc. The density of
debris was the highest reported anywhere in the world, up to 671.6 items/m2 (mean ± SD: 239.4 ± 347.3 items/m2) on the surface of the beaches. Rarely
visited by humans, Henderson Island and other remote islands may be sinks for some of the world's increasing volume of waste. PNAS
doi:10.1073/pnas.1619818114
15. Research article: Bioaccumulation of persistent organic pollutants in the deepest ocean fauna 2017 pwd =
Here we identify extraordinary levels of
persistent organic pollutants in the endemic amphipod fauna from two of the deepest ocean trenches (>10,000 metres). Contaminant levels were
considerably higher than documented for nearby regions of heavy industrialization, indicating bioaccumulation of anthropogenic contamination and
inferring that these pollutants are pervasive across the world's oceans and to full ocean depth. Nature Ecology & Evolution 1, 0051 doi: 10.1038/s41559016-0051
16. Babies' brains damaged by pollution, and the Asian pollution Crisis 2017
17. Superbug risk from tonnes of antibiotics fed to animals 2015
18. Did removing lead from petrol spark a decline in crime? 2014
19. Four banned ozone depleters detected in the atmosphere 2014
20. Health of oceans 'declining fast' Oct 13
21. Big rise in North Paciﬁc plastic waste May 12
22. Fukushima radioactive fallout nears Chernobyl levels Apr 11
23. Plastic rubbish blights Atlantic Ocean Feb 10
24. Maﬁa 'sank nuclear waste ship' Sep 09
25. Laughing gas is biggest threat to ozone layer Aug 09
26. Pollution 'ﬁghts global warming' May 2009
27. China announces plastic bag ban 2008

10: Perspectives and Speculative Technoﬁxes
Extinction Rebellion Activist Network -- BBC Video -- XR Aotearoa
A WORLD WARNING: Populism, Tribalism and the Future of Planet Earth <> The Great Dying is a Wake-Up Call: A Personal Statement
Previous
1. Two Futures: Positive and Negative The Future We Choose Christiana Figueres 2020
2. What are the biggest threats to humanity? 2019 We're losing the war on climate change 2019 Use Carbon Dioxide to Generate Electricity by displacing
methane 2019
3. We Are All Riders on the Same Planet 2018
4. Geoengineer polar glaciers to slow sea-level rise 2018 pwd =
Manmade Antarctic snowstorm 'could save coastal cities from rising seas' 2019
source article pwd =
5. Carbon is not the enemy 2017
6. The Big Cull Can New Zealand Pull Off An Audacious Plan To Get Rid Of Invasive Predators By 2050? pwd =
7. Germany's energy model can save the world 2014
8. Violence ahead as tragedies of the commons spread 2014
9. Asteroid impact risks 'underappreciated' 2014
10. Nasa-funded study: industrial civilisation headed for 'irreversible collapse'? 2014
11. Climate migration is a solution, not desperation Apr 12
12. UN panel aims for 'a future worth choosing' Jan 12
13. Nature is the 99%, too al Jazeera
14. A Point of View: Climate change and craving a cause Dec 11
15. Migration as [Ecological] Adaption Oct 11 pwd =
16. Bolivia enshrines natural world's rights with equal status for Mother Earth Apr 11
17. Bolivia highway protests spread, paralysing La Paz Sep 11
18. BBC Nature's Sting, Law and Gift Nov 10
19. Saving forests, cultures and carbon dioxide Mar 10
20. Economic growth 'cannot continue' Jan10
21. Low-carbon future: We can afford to go green
22. The Tragedy of the Commons
23. The Triumph of the Commons
24. Hunger: Food production 'must rise 70%' Oct 09 Food Day praise for Brazil, China Nov 09
25. Setting rules for living on planet earth
26. How reputation could save the Earth
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